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Quasiparticle energy relaxation in the cuprate superconductors
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At high flux-flow velocities in the mixed state of a type-II superconductor the nonequilibrium distribution of
the quasiparticles is shifted to higher energies. As shown theoretically by Larkin and Ovchinnikov, a distinct
signature of this nonequilibrium effect is an electronic instability, resulting in a sharp kink in the current-
voltage characteristic at a critical vortex velocityvw* . From measurements ofvw* the quasiparticle-energy
relaxation ratet«

21 can be found. We have measured this instability point for epitaxialc axis oriented films of
La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x and YBa2Cu3O72d. In both cuprates the observed temperature dependence oft«

21 could be
well fitted with the functiont«

215a exp@22D(T)/kBT#, suggesting that the electron-electron recombination
process, perhaps in combination with the emission of another excitation, is crucial. As an example of a low-Tc

superconductor we have also studied amorphous Mo3Si films and found thatt«
21 can be fitted by a function

similar to that we have used for the cuprates, again indicating the importance of the electron-electron interac-
tion. @S0163-1829~97!07745-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we have reported experimental observation
an electronic instability at high vortex velocities in the mix
state of superconducting YBa2Cu3O72d films.1 Based on a
theoretical analysis of Larkin and Ovchinnikov~LO!,2 from
our experiments we have extracted the quasiparticle en
relaxation ratet«

21 as a function of temperature over an e
tended temperature range belowTc . The relaxation ratet«

21

showed an exponential decrease with decreasing temper
reaching a value around 108 s21 at Tc/2. It is an interesting
question whether this strongly temperature-dependent re
ation rate is a unique feature of the cuprate superconduc
and how it behaves in low-Tc materials. With this question in
mind, we have extended our measurements to amorph
Mo3Si films as an example of a conventional superconduc
Furthermore, we report on results obtained for a second
prate material, namely, La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x .

We have selecteda-Mo3Si since it is an extreme type-I
superconductor with a relatively low critical current densi
Further, with its critical temperature near 8 K, it present
convenient temperature range belowTc for experimental
investigation. On the other hand, the cupra
La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x had a critical temperature of about 25 K
again promising an extended temperature range for exp
ments on the nonlinear effects at high vortex velocities.

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Nonequilibrium effects in low-Tc superconductors hav
been studied extensively some time ago and summaries
be found in Refs. 3 and 4. In high-Tc materials, this subjec
is just beginning to be investigated. The basic ideas fo
theoretical understanding of the electronic nonequilibri
effects have been generated by Eliashberg.5 Changes in the
quasiparticle energy distribution due to external energy in
560163-1829/97/56~21!/14157~6!/$10.00
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~irradiation with light, microwaves, or phonons; injection
quasiparticles; etc.! affect the superconducting paramete
such as critical temperature, critical current, and superc
ducting energy gap and can result even in an enhanceme
these quantities. As an example, the Eliashberg theory yi
the following equation for the stimulation of superconduct
ity by an electromagnetic field:5

Tc2T

Tc
2

7z~3!

8p2 S D

kBTc
D 2

2
pav

2kBTc
20.17

av

g S \v

kBTc
D 2

22E
D

1` f ~«!2 f 0~«!

A«22D2
d«50. ~1!

Here z(x) is the Riemann zeta function,D is the supercon-
ducting energy gap,v is the frequency of the electromag
netic field, « and f («) are the energy and distributio
function of the quasiparticles, respectively,g
}g@(kBT)3/(\vD)2# with

1

g
5E

D

vD 122 f ~«!

A«22D2
d«,

vD is the Debye frequency,av5(2e2D/\c2)Av
2 is the

power of the field,D is the quasiparticle diffusion coeffi
cient, andAv is the field amplitude.

Experimental studies of the effects due to high-frequen
irradiation are usually performed at zero applied magne
field. Nonequilibrium effects in the mixed state of a type
superconductor can become important for the process
current-induced vortex motion. In particular, near the tran
tion temperature strong changes in the electric resistivity
in the superconducting order parameterD can occur, even
when the quasiparticle distribution function shows only lit
deviation from equilibrium. This situation has been analyz
14 157 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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14 158 56DOETTINGER, KITTELBERGER, HUEBENER, AND TSUEI
by LO,2 yielding the following equation for the order param
eterD and its variation with the distancer from the center of
the vortex forT'Tc :

Tc2T

Tc
2

7z~3!

8p2 S D

kBTc
D 2

1
p

8

\D

kBTc
S 1

r

]

]r
r

]

]r
2

1

r 2D
1E

D

1` 1

A«22D2 S f ~«!2tanh
«

2kBTDd«50. ~2!

We note the similarity of Eqs.~1! and ~2!. A change in the
quasiparticle distribution function, due to the electric fie
induced by the vortex motion, mainly causes a change in
D(r ) dependence near the vortex core. In the vortex core,
quasiparticles are shifted upward in energy compared to
equilibrium distribution. The quasiparticles diffuse out of t
vortex core, the core shrinks, and, as a consequence
viscous damping coefficient decreases with increasing vo
velocity. According to LO,2 the damping force passe
through a maximum at the critical vortex velocityvw* given
by

vw*
25

D@14z~3!#1/2~12T/Tc!
1/2

pt«
~3!

~D5 1
3 vFl , vF being the Fermi velocity andl the electron

mean free path!. Reaching the maximum of the dampin
force manifests itself as an abrupt change of the slope of
current-voltage characteristic~IVC!. The nonequilibrium
quasiparticle distribution and the critical vortex velocityvw*
are fixed by the quasiparticle energy relaxation ratet«

21. The
electric fieldE* corresponding tovw* is given by

E* 52~vw* 3B!. ~4!

The relaxation ratet«
21 can be found from measuremen

of the nonlinear IVC.1 We emphasize thatt«
21 is extracted

from intrinsic bulk phenomena of the material. In the de
vation of Eq.~3!, spatial homogeneity of the nonequilibrium
quasiparticle distribution represents an important assu
tion. This means that the inelastic quasiparticle diffus
lengthl « must be at least equal to the intervortex distancea.
A more detailed discussion of this point has been giv
elsewhere.6

III. INELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING

Since the inelastic electron scattering processes pla
central role in limiting the deviation of the quasiparticle d
tribution from equilibrium due to the injection of energy in
the quasiparticle system, in the following we briefly discu
some aspects relevant for our experiments. In the class
superconductorsinelastic electron-phonon scatteringis
highly important. These processes perform the transfe
excess quasiparticle energy to the crystal lattice and eve
ally to the heat bath. The energy relaxation can take pl
either by means of a scattering process with a phon
changing the quasiparticle excitation energy, or by a reco
bination process reducing the number of quasiparticles b
and transferring the excess quasiparticle energy to an em
phonon. The temperature dependence is distinctly diffe
for both processes. The inelastic electron-phonon scatte
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process is governed by the thermal or nonequilibrium p
non population. On the other hand, the recombination p
cess represents a binary reaction and the recombination
decreases exponentially according to exp@2D(T)/kBT#, re-
flecting the exponential temperature dependence of the
siparticle population.7

The directinelastic electron-electron scatteringcan also
affect the quasiparticle lifetime. In combination with th
emission and absorption of phonons these processes can
accomplish the inelastic energy transfer. As pointed out
ready by Eliashberg,8 these processes can play an importa
role in nonequilibrium superconductivity, as we encount
for example, at high vortex velocities and, in particular, ne
the instability point, we are investigating in this paper. He
two processes must be distinguished.9 Two quasiparticles are
scattered into two new quantum states, with the total ene
and quasiparticle number remaining constant. Phase brea
occurs because of the inelastic nature of this process. In
second process, three quasiparticles interact with each o
two recombine to a Cooper pair and one quasiparticle w
energy«>3D is generated~instead of three quasiparticle
with energy«'D!. In the inverse process a Cooper pair
broken by impact ionization. The recombination rate due
electron-electron interaction scales with exp@22D(T)/kBT#
since three quasiparticles are involved.7 This process gains
importance at higher temperatures. In order to transfer
ergy out of the quasiparticle system, it must be combin
with the emission of another excitation such as a phonon
spin fluctuation.

It appears that usually for the classical superconduc
the electron-phonon interaction is dominant compared to
electron-electron interaction.9 However, there are also case
where the electron-electron interaction is more important
for example, in materials with a high Debye temperature.
the other hand, there are strong indications that electr
electron scattering plays an important role in the cuprate
perconductors. Hence, in the discussion of the strong n
equilibrium effects observed in our experiments the electr
electron recombination process may have to be taken
account. We return to this point in Sec. VI.

IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH a-Mo3Si

For comparing a low-Tc superconductor with the cuprate
we chose thin films of amorphous Mo3Si. This material is an
extreme type-II superconductor in the dirty limit with
Ginzburg-Landau parameterk'60.10 Its transition tempera-
ture of 8 K yields a convenient temperature range belowTc
for experimental studies. Furthermore, flux pinning in th
material is very low, which represents an important adv
tage for experiments dealing with vortex dynamics. A typic
value of the critical current density at 4.2 K and in the ma
netic field range 1–4 T isj c5500 A/cm2.11 As has been
discussed in more detail elsewhere,1 the minimization of
Joule heating of the sample is an important requirement
our measurements. Hence single-crystalline MgO has b
used as substrate material because of its high thermal
ductivity. Furthermore, the IVC’s were recorded using sing
triangular current pulses~typical pulse width equal to 1 ms!,
as in our previous experiments.1

The a-Mo3Si films were deposited by means of rf spu
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tering. Details of sample fabrication and characterization
given elsewhere.12 Microfabrication of our four-point sample
geometry was performed by standard photolithography.
attaching the current and voltage leads, silver contact p
with an area as large as 232 mm2 were placed on top of the
Mo3Si film. The contact pads for the current were at leas
mm away from the sample gauge length between the vol
leads. The geometrical sample parameters were typicall
follows: thickness, 100 nm; length~between voltage leads!,
200mm; and width, 20mm. The MgO substrate was in goo
thermal contact with a temperature-regulated copper blo
allowing a temperature variation between 4.2 and 30 K. T
samples had a sharp superconducting transition of 50
width. The zero-resistance critical temperature was 7.67
Just aboveTc the resistivity was 150mV cm. A magnetic
field was applied perpendicular to the film plane. We inv
tigated three samples, all yielding nearly the same result

In Fig. 1 we show a typical plot of current and voltag
versus time for a single triangular current pulse. At the vo
age V530 mV ~marked by the arrow!, the curve abruptly
switches to a branch with nearly vertical slope. We interp
this voltage level as the value associated with the maxim
vortex velocity vw* by means of the relationV* 52(vw*
3B)L, whereL is the sample gauge length. A typical res
tive transition curve for oura-Mo3Si films is shown in the
inset of Fig. 1. The critical vortex velocityvw* obtained from
the kink in the IVC and calculated using Eq.~4! is plotted in
Fig. 2 versus magnetic field for four temperatures. T
magnetic-field independence ofvw* expected from LO’s
theory and Eq.~3! can be seen, except for the low-field en
of the data. As we have discussed in detail elsewhere6,13

there exists a crossover magnetic field, below which the fi
independence ofvw* turns into the proportionalityvw*
;B21/2. This latter behavior comes from the requireme
that the quasiparticle nonequilibrium distribution is spatia
homogeneous. As has been demonstrated elsewhere,14 Joule
heating of the sample leads to a distinct magnetic-field
pendence ofvw* . From Fig. 2 we see that such effects app
to be negligible. Calculating the quasiparticle energy rel
ation ratet«

21 from our measured values ofvw* using Eq.~3!,
we obtain Fig. 3, wheret«

21 is plotted logarithmically versus

FIG. 1. Applied current and resistive voltage versus time fo
single triangular current pulse for amorphous Mo3Si at T56.7 K
andB50.5 T. The inset shows the resistive transition to superc
ductivity.
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the normalized temperatureT/Tc . Here we have used th
valuesvF51.53106 m/s andl 50.3 nm.11 For comparison,
we show in Fig. 3 also our previous data for YBa2Cu3O72d.

1

As can be seen from Fig. 3, ina-Mo3Si the decrease o
t«

21 with decreasing temperature is less steep than
YBa2Cu3O72d. However,a-Mo3Si also shows the exponen
tial temperature dependence oft«

21, which one can see fo
YBa2Cu3O72d. Our data fora-Mo3Si clearly reach normal-
ized temperaturesT/Tc closer to 1 than for YBa2Cu3O72d.
This upper limit of the temperature range, where the disti
kink in the IVC can be observed, appears to be related to
magnitude of the quasiparticle energy relaxation ratet«

21

and extends closer toTc for smaller values oft«
21.2 A more

detailed discussion of this point is given elsewhere.13

The solid lines in Fig. 3 represent fits to the functio
a exp@22D(T)/kBT#. For the functionD(T) we have taken
the BCS temperature dependence. Fora-Mo3Si we have
takenD(0)51.76kBTc , whereas for YBa2Cu3O72d we used
D(0)53.5kBTc . The fitting values ofa are listed in Fig. 3.
As we can see, a good fit of our data is obtained both
a-Mo3Si and YBa2Cu3O72d.

V. EXPERIMENTS WITH La 1.85Sr0.15CuO42x

Our comparison in Fig. 3 of the temperature-depend
quasiparticle energy relaxation ratet«

21 showed a similar

a

-

FIG. 2. Critical vortex velocityvw* versus magnetic field for four
temperatures ina-Mo3Si.

FIG. 3. Quasiparticle energy relaxation ratet«
21 plotted loga-

rithmically versus the normalized temperatureT/Tc for a-Mo3Si
and YBa2Cu3O72d. The solid lines represent the functio
a exp@22D(T)/kBT# fitted to the data.
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behavior for the cuprate (YBa2Cu3O72d) and the classica
(a-Mo3Si) superconductor. We have also studi
La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x as another cuprate material. Th
c-axis-oriented epitaxial La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x films were de-
posited on single-crystalline SrTiO3 substrates by laser abla
tion. The typical sample dimensions were thickness, 100
length, 100–200mm; and width, 10–20mm. Microfabrica-
tion and the measurements were performed similarly as
a-Mo3Si. The critical temperature wasTc525 K. The mag-
netic field was applied parallel to thec axis. A typical curve
of resistivity versus temperature is shown in the inset
Fig. 4.

We have studied two La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x samples, both
showing nearly the same behavior. The La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x
films also displayed a distinct kink in the IVC, indicating th
electronic instability at high vortex velocities. A typical ca
is shown in Fig. 4. Again, we have found thatvw* is indepen-
dent of magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 5 for different te
peratures. The deviation from the field independence at
low-field end of the data is due to the same reason we h
discussed in Sec. IV. Calculatingt«

21 from our measure-
ments ofvw* , using Eq.~3!, we obtained the plot oft«

21

versus the normalized temperatureT/Tc shown in Fig. 6.
Here we have used the valuesvF513107 cm/s and l

FIG. 4. Applied current and resistive voltage versus time fo
single triangular current pulse for La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x at T
510.6 K andB50.16 T. The resistive transition to superconduct
ity is shown in the inset.

FIG. 5. Critical vortex velocityvw* versus magnetic field at dif
ferent temperatures for La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x .
;

or

f

-
e
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55 nm. For comparison, in Fig. 6 we also present our p
vious data for YBa2Cu3O72d.

1 Similar to YBa2Cu3O72d, the
energy relaxation ratet«

21 of La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x can also be
well fitted by the functiont«

215a exp@22D(T)/kBT# shown
by the solid line in Fig. 6. Again we have takenD(0)
53.5kBTc and the BCS temperature dependenceD(T). In
this fit the valuea5331016 s21 was used. In both material
a good fit is obtained usingD(0)53.5kBTc and the BCS
D(T) dependence. From Fig. 6 we note that
La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x the instability in the IVC could be de
tected down to temperaturesT.0.4Tc .

VI. DISCUSSION

As the main result of our experiments we found that t
two cuprates YBa2Cu3O72d and La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x show a
very similar temperature dependence of the quasiparticle
ergy relaxation ratet«

21, which can be well fitted with the
function t«

215a exp@22D(T)/kBT#. In both cases we have
performed the fit usingD(0)53.5kBTc , i.e., twice the value
of the standard weak-coupling BCS behavior. F
YBa2Cu3O72d the values ofD~0! reported in the literature
cover the range D(0)'3 – 4kBTc ,15 whereas for
La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x the range isD(0)'2 – 4.5kBTc .16 Ap-
parently, taking the averageD(0)'3.5kBTc provides a good
fit to our data.

As we can see from Fig. 6, the data fo
La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x are shifted to lower reduced temperatur
T/Tc compared to YBa2Cu3O72d. This can be explained by
examining the validity of the theory we have applied f
analyzing our results. LO developed their theory2 in the dirty
limit, whereas the cuprates are in the moderately clean lim
If inelastic quasiparticle scattering takes place on the ba
ground of many elastic processes, as treated by LO, the
tor D/t« in Eq. ~3! for vw* may change. On the other hand,
the relatively high temperatures of our experiments the
tablishment of the strictly clean limit will be difficult. An
argument in favor of our values of the energy relaxation r
t«

21 is based on the fact that the crossover condition

kB~Tc2T!5ht«
21 ~5!

a FIG. 6. Quasiparticle energy relaxation ratet«
21 plotted loga-

rithmically versus the normalized temperatureT/Tc for
La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x and YBa2Cu3O72d. The solid line represents th
function a exp@22D(T)/kBT# fitted to the data.
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derived by LO~Ref. 17! for the appearance of the electron
instability is well satisfied by our results. Ifht«

21 becomes
larger thankB(Tc2T), the quasiparticles are closely couple
to the lattice and the deviation of their distribution fro
equilibrium becomes too small for the development of t
electronic instability. A more detailed discussion is given
Ref. 18. The shift of our data for La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x to lower
reduced temperatures compared to the data for YBa2Cu3O72d
appears to be due to the fact that in both materials the cr
over condition~5! is reached at about the sameabsolutedis-
tance of the temperature fromTc . Hence, in
La1.85Sr0.15CuO42x ~with the lowerTc! the crossover takes
place at a lower value of thereducedtemperatureT/Tc com-
pared to YBa2Cu3O72d.

The observed temperature dependencet«
21

5a exp@22D(T)/kBT# of the quasiparticle energy relaxatio
rate for the two cuprates suggests that the electron-elec
recombination process we have discussed in Sec. III m
play a central role, perhaps in combination with the emiss
of another excitation. However, more theoretical and exp
mental work is clearly necessary for reaching a satisfact
understanding. For instance, the possible influence of pho
trapping on the quasiparticle energy relaxation rate mus
studied. However, because of the small thickness of
samples, we do not expect significant changes from pho
trapping. It is important to note that the quasiparticle ene
relaxation rate observed in our measurements may not
pear in other experiments studying dissipation due to ela
and/or inelastic quasiparticle scattering and where the de
tion of the quasiparticle distribution from equilibrium re
mains relatively small. As an example, in microwave abso
tion experiments one often measures mostly the ela
and/or inelastic scattering of quasiparticles and not prima
their energy relaxation. Indeed, the quasiparticle scatte
rate belowTc determined from the microwave surface im
pedance of YBa2Cu3O72d films19 and single crystals20 also
decreases with decreasing temperature. However, this
crease is much less rapid than our results fort«

21 shown in
Fig. 6 for the cuprates. A direct comparison with the micr
wave data is presented in Fig. 4 of Ref. 1.
v
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The fact that thea-Mo3Si films also show the temperatur
dependencet«

215a exp@22D(T)/kBT# of the quasiparticle
energy relaxation ratet«

21 appears surprising on first sigh
since in the low-Tc superconductors the electron-phonon i
teraction is expected to dominate compared to electr
electron scattering. However, the Debye temperatureuD in
amorphous Mo3Si is relatively high, as shown by the mea
surements of Mirmel’shteynet al.21 These authors measure
the heat capacity of Mo3Si crystals before and after irradia
tion with fast neutrons~flux equal to 131020 n/cm2!. Before
irradiation, the low-temperature limit of the Debye temper
ture was found to beuD5560 K. Following the irradiation,
this value decreased touD5330 K. Due to the irradiation,
the superconducting transition temperature increased fr
Tc51.56 to 6.00 K, i.e., to a value similar to that of ou
a-Mo3Si films. Hence, for oura-Mo3Si films we also expect
a value ofuD near 300 K and it seems possible that the ro
of electron-phonon scattering is strongly reduced at low te
peratures. At any rate, it appears that under the particu
nonequilibrium situation of our experiments the electro
electron interaction becomes significant. Our present res
on a-Mo3Si films also appear consistent with earlier expe
ments using oxygen-doped Al films22 where electron-
electron scattering23,24dominates the quasiparticle energy re
laxation rate.
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